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List of works:
22_6931_300371, 2022
Bronze, gel colour filter, acrylic, sound
recording

It is 2072.
Pinnacle systems turns fifty.
Apples do not make great carrots.
It can, however, access mems.
Pinnacle’s apple – The Pion!
Capable of scanning the ontology of any surface,
It creates an image of time and space for the listener.
It makes great stories!
These materials, that hear stories, and tell us what they hear.
A period of isolation when time stretched,
And borders became porous, memories blurred,
Unresolved
The Pion, grew.
___________
50 years worth of felt information, now accessible from Pinnacle’s
archive.
This year, The wall has chosen five of our founders personal objects from
twenty two.
Titled BLUE, these anniversary objects will be archived in our permanent
collections.
Enter 22_6931_300371

Priya Namana is an Indian contemporary artist living and working
on the unceded lands of the people of the Kulin Nations in Naarm.
Grounded in the politics of the present and within the framework
of affirmative ethics, priya applies a decolonial and feminist
approach to her work which can be seen at an intersection of
image, sound, performance and installation. Led by the qualities
of felt senses, excited by the psychology of image and sound as
sensory modes for receiving information, her works are explorative
and investigate futurity and emergent ecologies.
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22_6931_300371, is a meeting point that embodies a state of suspension
and speculates on the oppositions held by material understandings of any
given reality.
In this indicative iteration of a larger body of work, Priya asks us to
imagine a fictional foyer 50 years from now, we are celebrating the work
of Dr. Maya Space (a fictional character) who patented ground-breaking
quantum scanning technology in 2022 capable of scanning and extracting
sensorial memories and experiences of any surface at its micro particle
echelons. Priya’s research interest in understanding a view that decentralises the human became the alias and the motivation behind this
invention. Shifting states and the perspectives of the dominant narrator,
complicating and simplifying senses simultaneously.
As the scanning technology gained popularity after a successful trial
period, the complex and sometimes unethical framework of funding the
research led to a process of commodification. The product is its primary
subject – memories. The voyeuristic desire to understand and hear how
stories are felt and heard differently catapulted the rise of the scanner and
Dr.Maya Space along with the consultative group of scientists created
Pinnacle Systems. The Pion is a polyglot in its ability, scanning a range
of material realities and transcoding the narrative in a frequency-based
output that can be heard or felt, constructing an image of the time and
space it intersects with as requested by the user. Over time Pinnacle
Systems has amassed an archive of banal and discarded objects in its
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care that is mostly used for the purpose of research in an attempt to reconstruct and collect the quiet narrative views and poetic realities as told
by the objects often considered inanimate.
“The driving force is the embedded poetry, these floating bodies are sites,
tools of resistance that led to the pion and pinnacle.” Dr. Space.
For survival, Pinnacle Systems became subservient to the capital
modalities that held its structure and interest. In 2072 with a major
public holding, Pinnacle now contradicts the origins in the poetry
understood by Dr.Space, it is now a research facility, but a few members
on it board are tethered to Maya’s poetic vision, every month five objects
from its archive are on display in the Foyer gallery where the experiences
of the surfaces can be heard and felt. Language workshops are held at
the opening for the wearer to connect with the lower frequencies and
absorb the intended porosity. This year to mark its fiftieth anniversary,
the archival objects on display in the foyer currently are the first five
objects from Dr. Maya Space’s research in 2022, exactly seen for the first
time by the small team of five, with the charming and uncomfortable
obsolescence it embodied.
Priya’s practice looks at de-colonial, sensory and felt understandings of
future archives from a museo, and mesological perspective to speculate
and propose another.
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